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The initial interactions of engineered nanoparticles (NPs) with living cells are governed by physicochemical
properties of the NP and the molecular composition and structure of the cell membrane. Eukaryotic cell
membranes contain lipid rafts – liquid-ordered nanodomains involved in membrane trafficking and molecular
signaling. However, the impact of these membrane structures on cellular interactions of NPs remains unclear.
Here we investigate the role of membrane domains in the interactions of primary amine-terminated quantum
dots (Qdots) with liquid-ordered domains or lipid rafts in model membranes and intact cells, respectively.
Using correlative atomic force and fluorescence microscopy, we found that the Qdots preferentially localized
to boundaries between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered phases in supported bilayers. The Qdots also
induced holes at these phase boundaries. Using super resolution fluorescence microscopy (STORM), we found
that the Qdots preferentially co-localized with lipid rafts in the membrane of intact trout gill epithelial cells – a
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model cell type for environmental exposures. Our observations uncovered preferential interactions of amineterminated Qdots with liquid-ordered domains and their boundaries, possibly due to membrane curvature at
phase boundaries creating energetically favorable sites for NP interactions. The preferential interaction of the
Qdots with lipid rafts supports their potential internalization via lipid raft-mediated endocytosis and interactions
with raft-resident signaling molecules.

Environmental significance
The initial interactions of engineered nanoparticles (NPs) at the cell membrane govern NP internalization and impact on cellular functions. These
interactions depend on physicochemical properties of the NP and the molecular structure of the cell membrane. Liquid-ordered domains, or lipid rafts, are
key structures in eukaryotic cell membranes but their role in NP interactions is unclear. We focus on quantum dots (Qdots) – technologically relevant NPs
with broad applications and concerns over their environmental release. We show that primary amine-terminated Qdots preferentially interact with liquidordered domain boundaries in bilayers and with lipid rafts in intact cells. These findings shed new light on mechanisms underlying NP-cell interactions
and ultimately contribute to predictive evaluations of environmental health and safety for the use of NPs.
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The growing use of nanoparticles (NPs) in emerging
technologies raises significant concerns about their
environmental fate and biological impact upon disposal.1,2
Nanoparticle–cell interactions are therefore an important
factor to consider when evaluating environmental health and
safety for the use of NPs.3 Interactions that occur between
NPs and cells depend on the physicochemical properties of
the NPs, such as size, shape, core material, aggregation state,
and surface functionalization.4,5 The variability in the types
of NPs in use, as well as the biomolecular complexity of the
cell present a challenge for achieving a mechanistic
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understanding of these interactions. NP interactions with
cells can occur through multiple mechanisms, among them
are direct interactions with the cell membrane6 or within the
cytoplasm after passive transport7,8 or endocytic uptake.9
One route of NP uptake into eukaryotic cells is through
lipid raft-mediated endocytosis.10,11 Lipid rafts in eukaryotic
cells are membrane nanodomains enriched in sphingolipids
and cholesterol or other sterols,12 which play an important
role
in
both
membrane
trafficking
and
signal
transduction.11,13 To understand the complex interactions
between NPs and cells, supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are
often used as a model for the plasma membrane.14–17 While
SLBs lack the chemical complexity of intact cells, they enable
controlled and systematic study of the chemical components
that serve important roles in the function of the cell
membrane.16,18,19 Membrane domains can be formed in SLBs
by using lipid species that phase segregate into either liquidordered (Lo) or liquid-disordered (Ld) phases, where the Lo
domains mimic lipid rafts. Phase-segregation in lipid bilayers
has been shown previously to be an important factor in NP
interactions. Anionic diamond NPs can alter the packing and
shape of ordered gel domains.20 Positively-charged
dendrimers and polymeric NPs have been shown to
selectively disrupt the liquid phase of the bilayer over the gel
phase.21,22 Amphiphilic dendrimers have been shown to
interact distinctly with bilayers of different phases – inducing
partial solubilization of fluid bilayers, lipid patches and local
depressions in gel bilayers, and a ribbon-like network with
spherical aggregates in bilayers with both fluid and gel
phases.23 Polymeric quantum dots have shown increased
attachment to two-phase bilayers as compared to the singlecomponent phases, with preferential interaction occurring
within the Ld phase.24 Recent work by our group showed that
quaternary amine-terminated quantum dots (Qdots) caused
the collapse of the Lo phase.25 Furthermore, experimental16
and computational26 studies suggested that primary amineterminated gold NPs interact favorably at the Lo/Ld phase
boundary, but direct observation of such interaction has not
yet been achieved. While these unique interactions with
phase-segregated bilayers have been explored for a very small
subset of NP types, the generalizability of these results to NPs
with other surface functionalizations remains elusive.
Importantly, while a preferential interaction of primary
amine-terminated NPs at the boundary of the Lo and Ld
phases has been hypothesized, direct observations with the
required nanometer-scale spatial resolution and detection
selectivity have not been achieved.
Observation of the interactions between NPs and
membrane nanodomains requires tools that can localize NPs
in relation to important components within the plasma
membranes with nanometer spatial resolution. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) has been used previously to study
interactions between NPs and phase-segregated bilayers,
providing Ångström resolution and a three-dimensional
analysis of the surface.21,22,25 Fluorescence microscopy has
also been used to examine interactions between NPs and
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phase-segregated model membranes.20,24,27 While not
attaining the resolution of AFM, fluorescence microscopy
provides high detection selectivity enabled by fluorescence
tagging.28 Correlative AFM and fluorescence microscopy can
localize NPs in relation to other fluorescently tagged
biomolecules with very high spatial resolution and detection
selectivity. The correlative approach has been used to
characterize phase segregation in SLBs29,30 and membrane
restructuring due to the addition of ceramide,31,32 as well as
to study the impact of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid on
bacterial, fungal, and human cells33 and localize labeled
fusion proteins within mammalian cells.34 Such a correlative
approach holds promise for localizing the interactions of NPs
with membrane molecules or structures with exceptional
accuracy.
Here we use correlative atomic force and fluorescence
microscopy to localize primary amine-terminated Qdots in
SLBs containing phase-segregated domains with nanometer
resolution and high selectivity. We further use super
resolution fluorescence microscopy – stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM) – to localize Qdots with
respect to lipid rafts at the membrane of intact cells with
nanometer resolution. We chose CdSe/ZnS core/shell Qdots
due to their technological relevance35 and the concern over
their release into the environment,36 as well as their
fluorescence, which can be detected by both conventional
fluorescence microscopy and super resolution STORM. The
primary amine surface termination was chosen as part of a
systematic effort to decipher the impact of distinct positive
functional groups at NP surfaces on the membrane
structure.16,25 Further, primary amine-terminated NPs have
been hypothesized previously to interact with the Lo/Ld phase
boundary,16,26 but direct observations have not been
achieved. We chose the trout gill epithelial cell line, an
established model system for studying environmental
exposures on aquatic organisms.37,38 Our studies provide
direct observations of preferential interactions of primary
amine-terminated Qdots at domain boundaries in model
membranes and with lipid rafts at the cell surface with
exceptional spatial resolution and detection selectivity. These
observations provide a molecular level understanding of the
initial interactions of primary amine-terminated NPs with the
cell membrane, and a molecular context for further studies
of their internalization mechanism and impact on the
cellular function.

Experimental
Quantum dot characterization
Quantum dots with a cadmium selenide core and zinc sulfide
shell were procured from Invitrogen (QDot605 ITK™ or
QDot705 ITK™). The Qdots were functionalized with aminederivatized PEG, which conferred stability in aqueous
solution. The company estimate for the number of amine
groups per Qdot was 80–100. Using Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), we found 107.8 amines per Qdot (see
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Supplemental methods and Fig. S3†). Using Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET), we also found a surface amine density
of 0.1 amine per nm2. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), laser Doppler microelectrophoresis, and x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were conducted as follows
on the particles.
For size determination by TEM, 5 μL of stock Qdot
solution (8000 nM) or a 1000-fold dilution in growth medium
were dropcast onto a 100 Cu mesh grid coated with Formvar
and carbon (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Excess solution
was wicked away using a piece of filter paper, and the sample
was left to air dry. Samples were imaged using a Tecnai T-12
TEM (FEI) operating at 120 kV with a LaB6 filament. A 2 × 2
k Ultrascan 1000 CCD (Gatan) was used to digitally collect
the images. Size analysis was conducted by individually
counting the width and length of 100 different triangular
particles using Fiji.39 The apparent ζ-potential of the Qdots
was determined by laser Doppler microelectrophoresis
(Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS) at a concentration of 5 nM in
either 0.010 M NaCl buffered to pH 7.4 with 0.010 M HEPES
or Leibotvitz's L-15 media (ATCC) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (ThermoFisher) and 1% antibiotics.
To confirm the presence of amine groups on the surface
of the Qdots, we acquired XPS measurements of electron
emission from the N(1s) and Cd(3d) levels. Qdots from
suspension (8000 nM) were dropcast onto a clean Si wafer.
XPS spectra were measured using a Thermo Fisher Scientific
K-alpha XPS. Spectra were collected at 45° photoelectron
takeoff angles, and XPS spectra were fit using CasaXPS
software.40 C 1s, N 1 s, O 1s, Cd 3d, S 2p, S 2s, Se 3d, and Se
3s peaks were monitored. Because Cd 3d5/2, Cd 3d3/2, and N
1s contributions occur at similar binding areas, we fit each
peak to a single region between binding energies of 415 and
393 eV which was background corrected with a Shirley
function. The Cd 3d5/2 and Cd 3d3/2 were each fit to two
peaks with a 30% Gaussian, 70% Lorentzian lineshape. An
area constraint of 2/3 the area of the Cd 3d5/2 peak was
applied to each of the Cd 3d3/2 peaks to reflect the different
contributions due to spin–orbit splitting. The N 1s peak was
fit to a single peak with a 30% Gaussian, 70% Lorentzian
lineshape. The peak fit yielded a residual χ 2 value of 1.73 and
1.07 for Qdots605 and Qdots705, respectively.

Lipid vesicle preparation
We prepared small, unilamellar vesicles consisting of 60
mol%
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC,
850375C, Avanti Polar Lipids), 20 mol% plant-derived
cholesterol (Chol, 700100P, Avanti Polar Lipids) and 20 mol%
sphingomyelin
(N-acyl-4-sphingenyl-1-O-phosphorylcholine)
from chicken egg yolk (SM, S0756, Sigma Aldrich) with 0.1
mol% of the fluorescent phospholipid 1-palmitoyl-2(dipyrrometheneboron
difluoride)undecanoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (TopFluor® PC, 810281C, Avanti Polar
Lipids), as previously described.16 Briefly, the desired
amounts of each bilayer component in chloroform were
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mixed, the chloroform was removed via a stream of N2 gas,
and the dried lipid films were left under vacuum overnight to
remove any trace chloroform. The film was rehydrated and
sonicated for 30 min in 0.001 M NaCl buffered to pH 7.4 with
0.010 M HEPES to a stock concentration of 1.25 mg mL−1.
The solution underwent three freeze (liquid N2)/thaw (bath
sonication) cycles and was extruded 11 times (Avanti 610 000
extruder kit) through a 50 nm polycarbonate membrane filter
(Whatman) to give small unilamellar vesicles.
Supported lipid bilayer formation
To conduct correlative AFM and fluorescence imaging on
supported lipid bilayers, a modified approach to a previously
established method,41 was utilized to enable fluorescence
imaging on a thin layer of mica. Mica was chosen as the
substrate as it enables an atomically flat surface for AFM
imaging, allowing for subtle height changes due to Qdots to
be detected. Briefly, a cyanoacrylate glue was used to adhere
a mica disc (12 mm, highest grade V1, Ted Pella) to the
center of a glass bottom dish (50 × 7 mm, PELCO®). The
mica was cleaved using a razor blade and Scotch™ tape until
it was thin enough to be transparent by eye. The dish was
rinsed with ultrapure water (>18 MΩ) and dried with N2 gas.
Supported lipid bilayers were formed on the mica surface, as
previously described.25 Briefly, the mica was equilibrated in 3
mL of 0.150 M NaCl and 0.005 M CaCl2 buffered to pH 7.4
with 0.010 M HEPES, incubated in 3 mL of 0.03125 mg mL−1
of 60/20/20 mol% DOPC/SM/Chol + 0.1 mol% TopFluor® PC
at 45 °C for 1 h, and allowed to cool to room temperature.
The solution was exchanged with vesicle and calcium-free
solution to remove loosely bound vesicles and calcium (15
mL in three 5 mL aliquots). The ionic strength of the solution
was lowered to 0.010 M NaCl by subsequent rinses (15 mL in
three 5 mL aliquots) with 0.150 M NaCl and 0.010 M NaCl
both in 0.010 M HEPES solution.
Correlative atomic force microscopy (AFM) and fluorescence
imaging on supported lipid bilayers
Optimization of AFM imaging parameters and sample
adherence was performed to render the sample optically
transparent as well as able to withstand being submerged in
aqueous buffer and the heating conditions required for
bilayer preparation. AFM imaging was conducted in 0.010 M
NaCl buffered to pH 7.4 with 0.010 M HEPES and the mica
substrate with bilayer remained submerged in buffer
throughout the duration of imaging. All AFM images
presented are the highest quality images collected that are
representative of images collected from many different spots
across at least 7 distinct bilayer samples. Prior to the
addition of Qdots, bilayers were screened for quality and only
bilayers that contained no defects or holes over at least three
areas, scanned by AFM microns away from one another, were
used for subsequent exposure experiments.
To conduct correlative measurements, fluorescence
imaging was performed using a Zeiss inverted microscope
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(Axiovert 200) with a 100× oil immersion objective. The
surface of the bilayer was first focused on using fluorescence
microscopy by exciting the TopFluor PC with a 488 nm laser
(Coherent Inc., Cellx). The AFM tip (Bruker, DNP-C, nominal
k = 0.24 N m−1) was then lowered and centered on the sample
using the optical microscope. The objective was lowered, to
minimize noise in the AFM images, and representative
“before images” were collected using AFM. AFM images were
acquired in AC mode at a scan rate of 0.3 Hz using an MFP3D AFM (Oxford Instruments). Optimization of set point and
gain was monitored for each image to minimize the amount
of force applied to the sample and maximize the tip tracking
of the sample surface. Following “before image” collection,
the AFM tip was raised straight up, the scanner removed, the
sample remained on the sample stage, and 5 nM of Qdots
were added. Following 20 min incubation with the Qdots, the
sample was rinsed 3× with 5 mL of Qdot-free buffer and the
AFM scanner was replaced. The 100× objective was moved
back into place, and the bilayer surface was focused on and
fluorescence images were collected. The TopFluor PC (ex. 495
nm, em. 503 nm) was excited with 488 nm laser at 0.5 s
exposure, and emission was collected between 490 and 550
nm using a CCD camera (Andor iXon). Following bilayer
image collection, the 488 nm laser was left on to completely
photobleach the signal from the TopFluor PC. The Qdots605
were imaged using STORM. Excitation was done using 488
nm laser, and emission was acquired between 510 and 740
nm using the same CCD camera. 4000 exposures at 0.03 s
each were acquired to capture the photoblinking events.
ThunderSTORM,42 an open-source plug-in for Fiji was used,
where single-molecule localization algorithm was applied to
the fluorescence imaging data to localize the Qdots. STORM
could not be applied to image the bilayer due to the rapid
diffusion of the lipids. In addition, TopFluor PC, which does
not blink, was chosen over other fluorescent lipids that blink
as its tail group, rather than the head group, is labeled with
the dye and thus would not interfere with the lipid-Qdot
interaction. Overlay of the green and red emission channels
was conducted using the open source Fiji software.39
Following fluorescence imaging, the objective was again
moved out of place, the AFM tip was lowered, and “after
Qdots” AFM images were collected. AFM images were
processed and analyzed using Gwyddion.43 All correlated
AFM-fluorescence images presented are the highest quality
images that are representative of images collected from many
spots across at least three distinct bilayer samples.

Trout gill epithelial cell culture
Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) gill epithelial cells
(RTgill-W1, ATCC CRL-2523) were routinely cultured in
Leibotvitz's L-15 media (ATCC) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (ThermoFisher) and 1% antibiotics. Hereby
referred to as “complete media.” Cells were incubated in
ambient atmosphere at 19 °C. Cells were harvested for
experiments and passage following 100% confluency, at
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which point media was removed, and cells were detached
from the surface using 0.25% Trypsin-0.53 mM EDTA
solution (ATCC). For fluorescence imaging experiments, cells
were seeded onto glass coverslip-bottom dishes (50 × 7 mm,
PELCO®) that had been incubated overnight in complete
media to enhance cell adhesion on the glass surface.
Fluorescence experiments were conducted with cells at 80–
90% confluency.
Cell exposure, fluorescence labeling and STORM imaging of
lipid rafts within trout gill epithelial cells
Cells were exposed to 10 nM Qdots in complete media for 10
min and subsequently, the lipid rafts were labeled using a
commercially available lipid raft labeling kit, Vybrant Alexa
Fluor 488 Lipid Raft Labeling Kit (Invitrogen). Briefly, following
Qdots exposure, the cells were rinsed 3× with a complete
medium. The cells were incubated in 1 μg mL−1 of the Alexa
Fluor 488 dye labeled cholera toxin subunit B (CT-B) for 10 min
at 4 °C, which selectively binds a ganglioside (GM1) composed
of a glycosphingolipid enriched in lipid rafts. The cells were
rinsed 3× with PBS buffer (Gibco) and then exposed to a 200×
dilution of the anti-CT-B antibody rabbit serum, which
crosslinks the CT-B-labeled lipid rafts into patches on the cell
membrane, for 15 min at 4 °C. The cells were then rinsed 3×
with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, rinsed
3× with PBS, counter-stained with DAPI to identify the cell
nucleus, and rinsed 3× with PBS prior to imaging. To conduct
STORM imaging, the Alexa Fluor 488 dye (ex. 495 nm, em. 503
nm) was excited with 488 nm laser at 0.03 s exposure for 4000
frames and emission between 490 and 550 nm was collected
using CCD camera (Andor iXon). Following lipid raft image
collection, the 488 nm laser was left on to completely
photobleach the signal from the Alexa Fluor dye. To ensure
separation between the dye and the Qdots, we chose to work
with Qdots705 (ex. broad, em. 705 nm). The Qdot705 were
excited with 488 nm laser and emission was acquired at 510–
740 nm for 4000 exposures at 0.03 s each. All imaging was
conducted in PBS buffer. Traditional STORM buffer contains
both an oxygen scavenging system and a primary thiol, however,
these components were found to quench the fluorescence of the
Qdots. Therefore, we chose to use Alexa Fluor 488 in PBS as it
has been demonstrated to have sufficient photoblinking under
these conditions.44 Chromatic aberration was calibrated using
fluorescent beads (Molecular Probes, ex. 488/em. 560) and
corrected in post-processing. We used ThunderSTORM,42 an
open-source plug-in for Fiji, to analyze the single-molecule and
quantum dot data. Overlay of the two channels was conducted
using the open source Fiji software.39

Results and discussion
Nanoparticle characterization
Fig. 1a presents transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
of the two primary amine-terminated Qdots used in this study,
showing their triangular morphology. The two Qdot types differ
only by their emission wavelengths, which were chosen to
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Fig. 1 a. and b. TEM analysis of QDot605 (a) and QDot705 (b) showing the size distribution of each particle type. c. and d. XPS analysis of
QDot605 (c) and QDot705 (d) confirming the presence of amine groups on the surface of the particles. The XPS raw data (red) are fit with the
different color traces as described in the Methods section.

accommodate the two experimental designs, one for the bilayers
and one for the intact cells. The average width and length of
the Qdots were determined by measuring 100 individual
particles for each type. For the Qdots with an emission peak at
605 nm (Qdot605), which were used in the bilayer experiments,
the average width was 8.9 ± 0.9 nm and the average length was
9.0 ± 1.0 nm. For the Qdots with an emission peak at 705 nm
(Qdot705), which were used in the cell membrane experiments,
the average width was 7.3 ± 1.1 nm and the average length was
12.1 ± 1.0 nm. The apparent ζ-potential of Qdot605 in the
solution used for lipid bilayer experiments (0.010 M NaCl
buffered to pH 7.4 with 0.010 M HEPES) was −10 ± 1 mV. The
apparent ζ-potential of Qdot705 in complete cell culture
medium was −4 ± 1 mV. The near neutral ζ-potential value of
both types of Qdots suggests low levels of protonated amine
groups. However, we confirmed the presence of amine groups
on the surface of the Qdots using x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. Fig. 1c and d show XPS spectra for
both types of Qdots, which shows the nitrogen 1s binding
energy peak between 405 and 395 eV, confirming the presence
of amine groups on the surface of the Qdots.

Primary amine-terminated Qdots preferentially interact with
domain boundaries in phase-segregated lipid bilayers as
observed by AFM
To study the interactions of the Qdots with distinct
membrane structures, we used AFM to localize the Qdots in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

SLBs with high spatial resolution and 3D analysis. We used
SLBs comprised of 60/20/20 mol% phosphatidylcholine
(DOPC)/sphingomyelin (SM)/cholesterol (Chol) + 0.1 mol% of
TopFluor PC, which has a phosphocholine headgroup and
the TopFluor fluorescent dye covalently conjugated to one of
the lipid acyl chains. At this bilayer composition, two distinct
phases are observed, a liquid-ordered (Lo) phase and a liquiddisordered (Ld) phase, as shown in Fig. 2a in yellow and
brown respectively. The Lo phase is ∼1 nm taller than the Ld
phase, as shown by the solid red (Fig. 2c) and solid blue trace
(Fig. 2d). The Lo domains are enriched in sphingomyelin and
cholesterol, similar to lipid rafts in the cell membrane,
whereas the Ld phase consists predominantly of DOPC and
TopFluor PC. Previous work has shown that in the Lo
domains, the cholesterol induces ordering of the unsaturated
acyl chains of the sphingomyelin resulting in this ∼1 nm
height change compared to the predominantly DOPC
phase.16,45 Therefore, our starting bilayers are consistent with
previous reports for this bilayer composition.
To visualize the interaction between the Qdots and the
two phases in the bilayers, we incubated the bilayers with
Qdots for 20 min, rinsed with buffer, and took representative
“after” AFM images of the membrane. Examples of these
AFM images are shown in Fig. 2–4. Panels a. and b. in Fig. 2
show corresponding before and after AFM images of the
same region of a bilayer following exposure to the Qdots and
subsequent rinsing. Fig. 2b shows seven Lo domains (denoted
by the white arrows or in the boxes), where small bright
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Fig. 2 a. and b. Representative images showing a 60/20/20 mol% DOPC/SM/Chol + 0.1 mol% TopFluor PC bilayer before (a) and after (b)
incubation with 5 nM primary amine-terminated Qdots. The liquid-ordered phase is denoted Lo whereas the liquid-disordered phase is denoted Ld.
The white arrows in (b) point to Lo domains containing Qdots. c. Height profiles showing the height across the domain in the red box (a and b)
before (solid red line) and after (dashed red line) adding the Qdots and subsequent rinsing with buffer. d. Height profiles showing the height across
the domain in the blue box (a and b) before (solid blue line) and after (dashed blue line) adding the Qdots and subsequent rinsing with buffer.

features were found near the domain boundaries after
exposure to the Qdots (absent in Fig. 2a). These features,
which appear only after adding the Qdots, are higher than
the surrounding domains and are likely to be the Qdots.

Furthermore, height profiles across the domains before and
after addition of Qdots show a range of heights for these
features between 2–9 nm. An example of such height profiles
can be seen in Fig. 2c and d. While this range is consistent

Fig. 3 A sequence of zoomed-in high-resolution AFM images of the same Lo/Ld phase boundary area, where the area enclosed in the white
dashed rectangle is imaged with higher resolution in the following image (a–c). The images were taken following 20 min incubation with 5 nM
primary amine-terminated Qdots and subsequent rinsing. The panel on the right shows the corresponding height profiles across the blue dashed
lines for each AFM image.
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with the average values determined by TEM (8.9 ± 1.0 (width),
9.0 ± 1.0 (length), it includes smaller values than anticipated
based on the TEM measurements. It has been shown
previously,46 that even when imaging parameters are
optimized, AFM may provide an apparent height that is lower
than the true height. This could be due to sample
deformation, high tip-sample forces, and/or as a result of
local AFM probe-sample geometry, which is particularly
relevant when measuring nanoscale objects.46,47 We also
hypothesize that this range of sizes could be due to the
particles intercalating within the bilayer. This would mean
that some of the Qdots may be on top of the bilayer, while
others may be embedded within the membrane up to ∼5
nm. This interpretation could account for the large variability
in heights of the Qdots observed by AFM. Fig. 3 shows a
second example of the co-localization of Qdots with domain
boundaries. In this case, the same domain boundary is
imaged at increasing spatial resolution by AFM. Two bright
features (∼6 nm in height), likely Qdots, are found at the
boundary. At the highest resolution (Fig. 3c), two peaks are
resolved for each of the two bright features, suggesting the
presence of more than one Qdot or an aggregate. Treating
the aggregates as single entities and analyzing 37 of these
entities across five different membranes we observed that
68% of particles or aggregates found on the bilayer were
localized at Lo/Ld phase boundaries, and 22% were localized
in the Lo phase.
In addition to co-localization of Qdots at domain
boundaries, we also observed hole formation at these

Fig. 4 a. Representative AFM image showing defects or holes (dark
areas) at domain boundaries following 20 min incubation with 5 nM
primary amine-terminated Qdots and subsequent rinsing. b. Zoomedin image of the region marked by the red square in (a). c. Height profile
along the red dashed line in (b), showing the presence of a hole ∼4
nm in height and a Qdot at the domain boundary, as well as what
seems to be a Qdot cluster within the hole (further supported by the
correlative AFM and fluorescence images (Fig. 6)).
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boundaries after adding the Qdots, as shown in Fig. 4a. A
height profile (Fig. 4b) across the dark regions shows a
height change of ∼4 nm, which is consistent with previous
reports for bilayers comprised solely of DOPC.48 In addition,
the presence of what seems to be a Qdot cluster is detected
in the hole by the height profile (Fig. 4c). The presence of
Qdot clusters in holes is further supported by the correlative
imaging as later demonstrated in Fig. 6. This suggests that
Qdots not only bind to the domain boundaries but also
induce defects at these sites. Previous work using lipid
bilayers representing the lung surfactant layer, which phase
segregate into gel and fluid phase domains, showed that
polyĲamidoamine) dendrimers accumulated at defects sites
and removed lipids preferentially from the fluid phase
domains.21 The dendrimers were terminated with protonated
primary amines, similar to the termination of the Qdots used
in our study.
The observations of Qdot localization and hole formation at
domain boundaries suggest the phase boundary may be a
favorable site of interaction for primary amine-terminated
Qdots. Our previous work showed an increase in attachment of
primary amine-terminated gold NPs to bilayers containing both
Ld and Lo phases relative to those comprised solely of a Ld
phase.16 In that work, we hypothesized altered water structure
at the phase boundary49 or localized electrostatic interactions
between the exposed phosphate groups in the sphingomyelin
and the primary amine-terminated NPs may be the cause for
the increase in attachment.16 Recent computational studies
have demonstrated a free energy minimum exists at the
interface between the Lo phase and the domain boundary due
to the intrinsic curvature at the phase boundary caused by the
height difference between the two phases, providing opportunity
for the NP to make multiple contacts with the bilayer without
incurring an energetic penalty to inducing bilayer curvature.26
While the particles used in the current study exhibit slightly
negative ζ-potentials, the primary amine groups are expected to
be protonated at the experimental pH of 7.4 and thus localized
positively charged groups are found at the surface of the Qdots.
Therefore, the current study provides direct experimental
evidence of favorable interactions at the phase boundary and
helps to extend experimental results to primary amineterminated NPs that have a slightly negative ζ-potential. This
suggests that the chemistry of the surface ligand may play a
larger role in dictating interactions with biological membranes,
compared with the overall surface charge of the particles.
Furthermore, the formation of holes by dendrimers has been
rationalized previously by the energy barrier needed to remove
lipids from the Ld phase being lower than that needed to
remove lipids from the Lo phase.21 The lower bending modulus
of the Ld phase relative to the Lo phase has also been postulated
as a potential reason for stronger interactions between positively
charged particles and the Ld phase.26 Finally, positively charged
polymers have been shown to disrupt the electrostatic
interactions between the bilayer and mica, potentially resulting
in defect formation.50 A combination of these effects are likely
in play in the case of the Qdot study presented here, as we
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Fig. 5 Correlative atomic force (a) and fluorescence microscopy (b) on a 60/20/20 mol% DOPC/SM/Chol + 0.1 mol% TopFluorPC (green) bilayer.
The Lo domains, which mimic sphingolipid- and cholesterol-rich lipid rafts at the cell membrane, are shown as yellow (a) and dark (b) domains in
the AFM and the fluorescence images, respectively.

Fig. 6 Correlative atomic force (a, c and e) and fluorescence (b, d and f) images of the same area of bilayer following 20 min incubation with the
Qdots and subsequent rinsing. In the AFM images, the Lo domains are in lighter yellow and are ∼1 nm taller than the Ld phase (darker yellow or
brown), whereas holes are black (∼4–5 nm below the Ld phase). In the fluorescence images, the Lo domains as well as the holes are dark (no
fluorescent signal), while the Ld phase is green due to the preferential segregation of the green fluorescent lipid into the Ld phase. Qdots (emitting
in red) are found at Lo/Ld phase boundaries as well as within holes at domain boundaries. White arrows point to Qdots at domain boundaries.
Scale bars represent 1 μm.

observe Qdots mainly at the Ld/Lo boundary and no holes in
the Lo phase. The presence of Qdot clusters on the mica
surface (Fig. 4 and 6) supports the disruption of bilayer–mica
electrostatic interactions. We hypothesize that, in our work,
the negative curvature at the phase boundary between the Lo
and Ld phases first promotes the attractive interactions with
the Qdots. At a critical concentration of Qdots, hole formation
at the boundary may begin to occur, likely due to a
combination of favorable energetics to remove lipids from the
Ld phase,21 a lower bending modulus of the Ld phase
compared to the Lo phase,26 and a disruption of the
electrostatic interactions between the bilayer and the mica
substrate.50
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Preferential interaction of Qdots with the Ld/Lo phase
boundary confirmed by correlative atomic force and
fluorescence microscopy
To verify our findings and ensure no spatial interference is
introduced by the AFM probe, we conducted correlative
fluorescence and atomic force microscopy to confirm the
presence of the Qdots at the Ld/Lo boundaries before atomic
force microscopy images were collected.
Atomic force microscopy requires an ultraflat surface to ensure
that the topography of the substrate does not interfere with the
topography of the sample. For this reason, we used mica as the
substrate for the bilayer. Mica has been demonstrated previously
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to be a suitable substrate for imaging phase-segregated domain
containing SLBs.25,51 Mica also provides the optical transparency
needed for fluorescence imaging, which was necessary for
performing correlative AFM and fluorescence imaging on the
same area of the bilayer. Modifying a previous approach,41 Fig. 5
shows the successful correlation of a 60/20/20 mol% DOPC/SM/
Chol + 0.1 mol% TopFluor PC supported lipid bilayer formed on
a mica substrate and imaged by both AFM and fluorescence
microscopy. The images in Fig. 5 were taken from the same area
of the bilayer using (a) AFM and (b) fluorescence microscopy,
respectively. TopFluor PC emits in the green region of the visible
spectrum and preferentially segregates to the Ld phase. Thus, the
Lo domains in the bilayer show up dark in color due to lack of
the dye, whereas the Ld phase shows up bright green due to the
dye's fluorescence emission following excitation at 488 nm. Holes
in the membrane would also appear dark in the fluorescence
image but would be distinguished from the Lo domains in the
AFM image, as Lo domains show up ∼1 nm taller than the Ld
phase, whereas holes would be ∼4–5 nm below the Ld phase.
To confirm the preferential interaction of the quantum dots at
the Lo/Ld phase boundary we used the correlative AFM/
fluorescence approach to localize the Qdots in relation to the Lo
domains. Fig. 6 shows three pairs of correlative AFM and
fluorescence images, acquired following addition of Qdots (shown
in red in the fluorescence images). Taking both the AFM and
fluorescence images together, the small and bright (taller) regions
found at Lo/Ld phase boundaries in the AFM images were
confirmed to be the Qdots (corresponding white arrows in both
the AFM and fluorescence images in Fig. 6) by their red emission
in the fluorescence images. Larger Qdot clusters were also found
in the holes, as shown in the fluorescence images, which
supports the interpretation that the taller feature observed in the
hole in the high-resolution AFM scan in Fig. 4c is indeed a Qdot
cluster. The presence of the Qdots in the holes supports our
hypothesis that the Qdots induce defects at the phase boundaries
and the idea that defect-formation in the Ld phase may be due to
the disruption of the electrostatic interactions between the bilayer
and the mica substrate.50 To our knowledge this is the first use
of correlative atomic force and fluorescence microscopy to
confirm the presence of nanoparticles on and characterize their
interaction with a bilayer.
The Lo domains in the bilayer used in our study are
designed to represent the sphingolipid- and cholesterol-rich
lipid rafts present in the cytoplasmic membrane of eukaryotic
cells, which are membrane domains that play important roles
in membrane trafficking and signal transduction.11,13 Thus,
the localization of Qdots with the Lo domains are likely to
have important implications in the Qdot interactions, uptake,
and impact in eukaryotic cells.

Primary amine-terminated Qdots preferentially co-localize
with lipid rafts in intact cell membrane as revealed by super
resolution fluorescence microscopy
To further interpret our bilayer results in the context of the
intact cell membrane, we characterized the spatial
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relationships between the primary amine-terminated Qdots
and lipid rafts in the membrane of intact trout gill epithelial
cells – a model cell type for environmental exposures of
aquatic organisms. This was done using single molecule
localization-based super resolution fluorescence imaging
(STORM), which enables imaging intact hydrated cells with
20–30 nm resolution.
Lipid rafts were labeled with Alexa 488-tagged cholera
toxin subunit B (CT-B), which selectively binds a ganglioside
(GM1) composed of a glycosphingolipid enriched specifically
in lipid rafts. The use of (CT-B) to bind to GM1 as a marker
for lipid rafts is well-established in the literature.52–54 Thus,
when we refer to lipid rafts we are referring particularly to
the nanodomains within the cellular membrane that contain
GM1 that we were able to resolve experimentally using
fluorescently labeled CT-B. Fig. 7 demonstrates the colocalization of the Qdots (red) and lipid rafts (green) at the
membrane of intact gill epithelial cells grown in culture.
Fig. 7b and c are zoomed-in images of the two, yellow (b) and
orange (c), squared areas in the image on the left (a). Across
eight cells from three different cell cultures, we determined
that 59% of all Qdots found on the cells co-localized with
lipid rafts (overlaid red and green shows as yellow). These
observations are in line with those from the bilayer studies
and suggest favorable interaction of the Qdots with lipid
rafts. These observations also support the possibility that the
Qdots enter the cell via lipid raft-mediated endocytosis. It is
possible that the fluorescent signal from CT-B originates in
some cases from the intracellular environment. In such
cases, the clear colocalization of the signals coming from CTB and the Qdots strongly supports their co-internalization
and therefore their initial colocalization at the plasma
membrane. The ζ-potential of quantum dots has been
suggested to dictate their route of entry into cells.55 It has
been shown that quantum dots with lower surface potentials
(corresponding to ζ-potential between −10 and +10 mV),
similar to those used in this work (apparent ζ-potential of −4
± 1 mV in cell culture media), tend to enter the cell via lipid
raft-mediated endocytosis.55
While the Qdots used in this study caused no discernable
decrease in cell viability (Fig. S1†), it has been shown that
NPs can induce significant changes in cell function, such as
changes in gene expression, even without detectable changes
in cell viability.56 Understanding the initial interactions of
NPs at the cell membrane and the mechanisms of their
internalization is critical to understanding such changes and
consequent impacts on the normal function of the cell.

Conclusions
Our observations show that primary amine-terminated Qdots
are preferentially found at the boundary between the Lo and
Ld phases in supported lipid bilayers containing phasesegregated domains. We further show that the Qdots
preferentially co-localize with lipid rafts at the membrane of
intact cells, together supporting favorable interactions of the
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Fig. 7 a. Super resolution fluorescence microscopy (STORM) images demonstrating the preferential co-localization of primary amine-terminated
Qdots (red) with lipid rafts, detected by Alexa488-tagged cholera toxin subunit B (green), in gill epithelial cells grown in culture. The nucleus is
stained blue with DAPI. b. and c. Zoomed-in areas of the regions marked by the yellow and orange squares in a. Co-localization spots of Qdots
(red) and lipid rafts (green) show up in yellow.

Qdots with the Lo domains and their boundaries. Previous
studies have shown that the bending modulus of the
membrane plays a large role in NP-membrane
interactions.26,57,58 We hypothesize the observed favorable
interactions are due to the intrinsic curvature at the phase
boundary between the Ld and Lo domains, which lessens the
need for large curvature deformations for NP-membrane
interactions.26 The resulting free energy minimum at the

phase boundary26 leads to NP attachment and subsequent
attractive interactions between the amine groups on the
particle and the negatively charged phosphate groups in the
sphingomyelin exposed at the phase boundary.16 Fig. 8
illustrates the potential mechanism underlying these
observed favorable interactions. Previous work has shown
that NPs will approach the membrane in a way that
minimizes electrostatic repulsion,59 which is likely occurring

Fig. 8 Illustration of the proposed mechanism underlying the interaction preference of primary amine-terminated Qdots with the boundary
between liquid-ordered (Lo) and liquid-disordered (Ld) phases. a. The intrinsic curvature of the phase boundary (dashed line) leads to an energy
minimum at this site.26 Furthermore, negatively charged phosphate groups in the sphingomyelin (blue balls) are exposed at this phase boundary,
while positively charged primary amine groups are found on the surface of the Qdot. b. The intrinsic free energy minimum at the phase boundary
potentially leads to favorable nanoparticle interactions at this site and subsequently favorable electrostatic interactions between the negatively
charged phosphate groups and positively charged amine groups.
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in our studies as well. Computational studies have shown
that the Lo/Ld phase boundaries are likely to be energetically
favorable regions for interactions between lipid domains and
external species,49 including NPs.26,60 The phase boundary
has been shown to be a preferential site of attachment of
HIV fusion peptides61,62 and toxins,63,64 and has been
hypothesized to be a preferential site for the attachment of
primary amine-terminated gold NPs.26 Here we provide direct
visual evidence for the preferential interaction of primary
amine-terminated quantum dots with the phase boundary
using correlative atomic force and fluorescence microscopy
with both high spatial resolution and chemical selectivity.
Likewise, we determined the co-localization of the Qdots with
lipid rafts at the intact cell membrane using two-color super
resolution STORM imaging, achieving these observations
with both high spatial resolution and detection specificity.
The preferential co-localization with lipid rafts suggests that
lipid raft-mediated endocytosis may play an important role in
the uptake of these Qdots. The uptake of Qdots with similar
ζ-potentials as those used in our study has been shown to
occur via lipid raft-mediated endocytosis,55 although the use
of an inhibitor of this uptake mechanism was used in that
study, as opposed to the direct, high resolution observation
of co-localization that was applied in our study.
To date, our group has demonstrated favorable
interactions between positively-charged primary amineterminated gold NPs,16 positively-charged quaternary amineterminated Qdots,25 and now negatively charged primary
amine-terminated Qdots with the Lo/Ld phase boundary, or in
the case of the quaternary amine-terminated Qdots, the Lo
phase, in phase-segregated supported lipid bilayers. The
differences in interactions between primary and quaternary
amine-terminated Qdots (preferential interactions at phase
boundaries vs. collapse of the Lo domains) suggest the
chemistry of the surface ligand plays a role in these
interactions. Interestingly, our results extend these findings
to negatively charged primary amine-terminated NPs, further
suggesting that the surface ligand, more than the surface
charge, may play a dominating role in controlling the
interactions of nanomaterials at the cell membrane.
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